Abstract-Parallel genetic algorithms (pGAs) are a variant of genetic algorithms which can promise substantial gains in both efficiency of execution and quality of results. pGAs have attracted researchers to implement them in FPGAs, but the implementation always needs large human effort. To simplify the implementation process and make the hardware pGA designs accessible to potential non-expert users, this paper proposes a generalpurpose framework, which takes in a high-level description of the optimisation target and automatically generates pGA designs for FPGAs. Our pGA system exploits the two levels of parallelism found in GA instances and genetic operations, allowing users to tailor the architecture for resource constraints at compile-time. The framework also enables users to tune a subset of parameters at run-time without time-consuming recompilation. Our pGA design is more flexible than previous ones, and has an average speedup of 26 times compared to the multi-core counterparts over five combinatorial and numerical optimisation problems. When compared with a GPU, it also shows a 6.8 times speedup over a combinatorial application.
I. INTRODUCTION
Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been shown to be effective in solving optimization problems. Parallel GA (pGA) is a type of GA which contains a number of GA instances evolving and exchanging information in parallel. As the search processes of GA instances are conducted in different areas of the search space, pGAs can both decrease execution time and improve the quality of solutions [1] . However, CPU-based pGAs may need acceleration for real-time problems, and are not suitable for embedded systems due to the high power consumption [14] .
There have been previous attempts to adapt pGAs to FPGAs for acceleration or low power consumption [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . However, designing an FPGA-based pGA is not as easy as implementing multiple hardware blocks supporting a set of GA instances. Major challenges behind a good design include the following. First, the information exchange between GA instances requires communication. The design of the commutation scheme is closely related to hardware resource consumption as well as the optimisation power. Second, pGA systems are more complex than single-thread ones because the user needs to control the parallelism in addition to the optimisation routine. This complexity brings difficulties to users especially for unprofessional ones. Third, it might be necessary to recompile the system after modification. As a compilation may take a long time, a useful pGA design should be able to avoid unnecessary recompilation. To address these challenges and make the pGA designs accessible to non-expert users, we proposes a pGA framework with the following contributions: 1) A general-purpose pGA framework for creating and running multiple GA instances with an effective communication scheme. (Section III.D) 2) A customisable pGA architecture which exploits both fine and coarse-grained parallelism, allowing nonexpert users to specify problem settings and architecture options in a high level without hardware design expertise. (Section III and IV.B) 3) A fine-tuning mechanism for the pGA architecture, enabling users to tune a set of run-time parameters without recompiling the design. (Section IV.C)
After a qualitative comparison with existing FPGA-based designs, our work shows improved flexibility in hardware architecture and run-time tuning. When compared with a multicore CPU, our design shows an average speedup of 26 times for an NP-hard combinatorial application and four numerical benchmarks; when compared with a GPU, it also shows a 6.8 times speedup over the combinatorial application.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms emulate the natural evaluation process with genetic operators, including selection, crossover and mutation. A typical GA evolves an initial population of tentative solutions (called individuals) towards better ones. Every individual is a genetic representation (chromosome) of a candidate solution in the search space, and associated with a fitness value by an evaluation function. Based on their fitness values, pairs of individuals are chosen by the selection operation. Then two individuals in each pair exchange their information by crossover, and are modified by mutation operators to gain diversity. The evolution process is repeated for many iterations (called generations) until a termination condition is reached, for example maximal generation number is reached. GAs can perform well when has a proper trade-off between exploration on search space and the exploitation of good solutions [1] .
When applying GA to a problem, a user should first design the chromosomes and define a fitness evaluation function for the solution domain. The chromosome is often defined as a binary encoding (a vector of bits), with the evaluation function re-interpreting sub-sequences of the binary chromosome as booleans, permutations, integers, or real components. Except for the problem-dependent parts (chromosome and evaluation function), the other parts in a typical GA such as genetic operators are problem-independent. Therefore, it is possible to build a general-purpose library, which can offer various methods of genetic operators for different types of chromosomes.
B. Parallel GA
Genetic algorithms may get stuck in a local optimum, because the population will tend to cluster around the best individual, so natural selection limits exploration of the surround space. To explore a wider search space, parallel GAs are proposed to invoke multiple GA instances evolving with a group of sub-populations in parallel. Each GA instance can carry identical or divergent parameters, and the divergent parameters may result in different behaviours in each GA instance [2] .
The simplest pGA structure is the independent pGA (iGA), which runs multiple parallel GA instances starting from different initial populations, and with no mixing or communication between instances during execution. A more popular and effective way is to establish communication between GA instances, so we have coarse-grained pGAs and fine-grained pGAs (see Fig. 1 ). A typical coarse-grained pGA is the distributed GA (dGA), in which every GA instance maintains a sub-population and the communication of instances is conducted by the infrequent migration. Master-slave GA is a popular fine-grained pGA, contains multiple evaluation units valuing individuals in parallel. Another type of fine-grained pGA is the cellular GA (cGA), when every GA instance maintains several (usually two or three) individuals and frequently communicates with its neighbours in a net architecture. All these pGAs have potential for hardware acceleration due to their natural parallelism.
C. FPGA-based Parallel GA
FPGAs balance the high performance and parallelism of hardware with the flexibility of software, and so are a promising platform for acceleration. With the requirements of realtime computing and low energy consumption, GAs were first adapted for FPGAs in 1995 [3] . In addition to a considerable number of conventional GA systems mentioned in [4] , [5] , [6] , [20] , FPGA-based master-slave GAs and dGAs have been demonstrated [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . FPGA-based cGAs are also proposed in [12] , [13] , [14] . In the top 6 rows of Table  II we summarise the features of these existing pGA systems. Master-slave GAs and dGAs are likely to be easier for FPGA place and route because of the simple and few connections between GA instances, so there seem to be more systems for them in FPGAs. For example, Kamimura implement a dGA processor consisting of a migration unit and four GA instances [11] . Their system is applied to three simple numeric functions. In the paper we also focus on the pGA with master-slave and distributed models, to exploit both fine and coarse-grained parallelism.
Existing pGA systems suffer from at least one of the following problems: 1) The system neglects the flexibility of architecture, even an expert cannot easily tune resource consumption against performance; 2) The system is designed for specific problems in a low-level hardware language, such as VHDL or Verilog, which is almost impossible for non-expert users to modify to support new applications; 3) Tuning GA or application parameters requires recompilation, which always takes hours to complete.
To address these issues, we proposes a general-purpose framework to create flexible pGA systems based on a highlevel description. To simplify the design process, a streaming high-level synthesis tool Maxcompiler is used as an intermediate-level target [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . We will show how our proposed work addresses these problems in section III and IV.
III. CUSTOMISABLE ARCHITECTURE OF GA KERNEL
Each GA instance in our pGA system is executed in a customisable kernel, which is called GA kernel in this paper. The overall and data processing of a GA kernel are shown in Fig. 2 . In the kernel, the basic steps of a typical GA mentioned in the background have been implemented as hardware units, which are fully pipelined and highly parallelised. The details of these basic units are described in this section.
A. Initialisation Unit
Before using a GA to optimise a function, it is necessary to define the representation of chromosomes and to generate an initial population. The chromosome can be a set of booleans, permutations, integers or real components. The GA kernel will support each possible set with different sets of genetic operations.
The initial population (I p ) determines the number and positions of start points in the search space. To spread the starting points of the GA kernels over the search space, the initialisation unit offers two ways to specify the initial population: a random number generator; or loading pre-computed sub-populations.
B. Evaluation Unit
The evaluation unit returns a fitness value for an individual, which guides the exploring processes. Master-slave GAs instantiate multiple evaluation units in parallel to reduce execution time, so we also use this model and define the degree of parallelism for the evaluation units as N e . By customising N e , we can balance the resource usage against performance. For example, in Fig. 2 , the sub-population size (N p ) is four. If we have four evaluation units (N e = 4), it will need (N p /N e = 1) cycle to finish all the four evaluation operations after filling the pipeline, but when we reduce N e by half (N Rate:
Method: 
C. SCM Unit
As shown in Fig. 2 , after evaluation, the three genetic operators, namely selection, crossover and mutation, will deal with two individuals sequentially. This close relationship results in a great potential for processing pairs in parallel. Therefore, we combine these operators into a single SCM (selection, crossover and mutation) unit and control the number of SCM units by a compile-time parameter N s . We can tune N s independently of N e , allowing us to balance resource utilisation and performance. Every SCM unit consists of one selection, one crossover and two mutation operators, processing two individuals concurrently. The specific methods (M s , M c , M u ) used for the three genetic operators as well as the rates for crossover and mutation (R c , R u ) are customisable.
D. Migration Unit
Migration units control how the data are exchanged between GA kernels. A migration unit has an input pool and an output pool for receiving and sending individuals. We use a unidirectional ring to transfer a part of sub-population to one of its neighbours. Three parameters in a pGA system decide the migration policy:
1) Migration Gap and Rate:
The migration gap (G m ) controls the frequency of data exchange and the migration rate R m decides the probability of exchanging the data.
2) Number of Migrants:
The parameter N m determines the number of individuals to be exchanged during one migration.
3) Method of Migrants Selection:
This parameter (M m ) decides how to select the migrants, either the current elite or random individuals. Those parameters are all customisable in the migration unit. To avoid waiting for data from the neighbour kernel, we continually stream data in the links and control when to accept them. The three stages of inter-kernel communication are shown in Fig. 3 . For example, at the initial stage, the four kernels GA1, GA2, GA3 and GA4 place a, b, c and d in their output pools (depth = N m ), then keep sending them to their neighbours respectively. However, although receiving the data, their neighbours do not update pools, until G m generations have been evolved. Afterwards, the data in input pools are updated to d, a, b and c, while signals emitted from all GA kernels still remain unchanged. At the end of next generation: the data in output pools will be updated to a', b', c' and d', which reaches preparing stage. In this way, we avoid the unnecessary waiting for new data as the streaming links always have data.
During the data processing, the random number generator (RNG) produces random numbers for initial population, genetic operators and migration. We implement an RNG based on a method [19] . The sequence of random number generated can be customised by a random seed R s .
IV. AUTOMATED FRAMEWORK
The framework incorporates both hardware and software, improved from a conventional GA system in an earlier work [20] . Our framework involves the customisable GA kernels in section III to provide a general-purpose system. An overview of the design and execution flow is shown in Fig. 4 , while a summary of its parameters is listed in Table I .
A. Problem-Independent Library
As mentioned in the background, genetic operators are essentially problem independent, so it is possible to implement them in advance, before knowing the specific application a user will use them in. We have built a library consisting 
bit-flip, which randomly inverts bits within the chromosome; swap, to exchange integers within a permutation chromosome; and constraint, which generates random numbers within some set bounds. Obviously, the swap method is suitable for the chromosomes of sequential ordering problems, and the constraint method is suitable for real-valued problems. For the crossover operation, we support: one-point and multipoint binary exchange; blending between real values [22] ; and reordering for permutations. Although a real value can be mapped to integers or booleans, it may be more natural to use the real-valued encoding and related methods. With this library, our framework can support both combinatorial and numerical optimisation.
B. Design Flow
In the design flow shown in Fig. 4 , the inputs of the framework are compile-time and run-time specifications, while the outputs are the hardware implementation and host software executable. Compile-time inputs include hardware-dependent parameters and a high-level C-like description of the optimisation problem. The problem-independent library provides the architecture template and methods of genetic operators. The hardware generator will combine them together to create a full FPGA implementation by calling a high-level synthesis tool Maxcompiler [18] . The generated hardware also has input and output channels, and BRAM for communication. The runtime inputs are hardware-independent parameters that control the behaviour of the algorithm. After reading the inputs from file or console, the software generator loads these parameters into the host software, which will send them to the hardware. In this way, users gain the ability to control the hardware layout via the parametrisation of external and internal par- Ru mutation rate Mc crossover method: "one-point","multi-point", Rc crossover rate "blending","reordering"
Rs random seed Ms selection method: "roulette wheel" Ip initial population "tournament"
Nm number of migrants Mu mutation method: "bit-flip","constraint","swap" Gm migration gap Mm migrants selection method: "elite", "random"
Rm migration rate allelism, without needing to understand how to modify the FPGA architecture directly. In a kernel, N e = N p and N s = N p /2 imply maximal parallelism and resource utilisation, but minimal execution time per generation. Naturally, if the whole population size N P = N k × N p exceeds the available hardware resources then multiple rounds of N k , N s and N e variation might be necessary. Our framework enables a user to select suitable values of these parameters to maximize FPGA resource utilisation or performance.
2) Application Description:
The input optimisation problem is written in a C-like programming language, in order to simplify the design process for a non-expert user. A description contains two parts: 1) chromosome structure, which defines the items making up the genetic representative; 2) fitness function, which can contain for-loop statements (with non datadependent bounds), mathematical functions and any necessary variables including application parameters and temporary variables. Examples will be provided in section V to show the descriptions for different applications.
C. Execution Flow
The host software in our framework controls the operation of the FPGA system and divides the execution flow into two steps shown in Fig. 4 : initialisation and evolution. During the initialisation step, the host software loads run-time parameters into hardware by streaming them into the input channel or storing them in the BRAM. In the evolution step, the hardware pGA system evolves and outputs solutions to the host software.
The run-time user inputs contain application parameters and GA parameters. Although the time for the first compilation is limited by place-and-route speed, the system can be modified without recompilation by updating these parameters, including:
1) Application Parameters (App Param):
A specific problem can have various configurations but they only differ in terms of some parameters. For example, the function F7 in section V.B has a parameter a, so we can tune the value of a at run-time after the system is created.
2) GA Parameters (GA Param): Nine GA parameters are available for each kernel, including maximal generation number (N g ), sub-population size (N p ), initial population (I p ), random number seed (R s ), crossover and mutation rates (R c , R u ), number of migrants (N m ), migration gap (G m ) and rate (R m ). It is quite common for a user to tune these parameters at runtime, either globally to improve efficiency, or locally to give each individual GA kernel different parameters. Our system is more flexible than existing ones because in those systems, these parameters are fixed across all GA kernels, and the tuning of them also needs hours because of recompilation. 
D. Qualitative Comparison
We summarise the features of our framework and compare with other systems mentioned in the related work. In Table II , it is clear that our pGA system is easier to use and more flexible than others because: 1) Many parameters in Table I are modifiable at run-time, enabling a user to effectively tune them in any kernel without time-consuming recompilation. 2) We gain the maximal flexibility and parallelism in the architecture, the degrees of both external and internal parallelism can be tuned by non-expert users. 3) Our work is a general-purpose platform for different chromosomes based on a problem-independent library. 4) All the problem-dependent parts of a typical GA can be specified in a high level programming language, requiring little knowledge about the underlying hardware or tools from non-expert users.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed framework can handle many problems, but for space reasons here we choose an NP-hard combinatorial optimisation problem and four numeric ones. We select an FPGA-based acceleration platform containing Virtex 6-SX475T for hardware implementation [18] . We compare our FPGA-based pGA with software and GPU quantitatively. We implement software counterparts based on a third-party GA [21] on an 2.67GHz Dual Intel Xeon X5650 CPU system, which has 12 physical cores and 24 threads in total. The number of threads used is optimised based on the number of GA kernels and the communication cost. The CPU code is well tuned with multi-threading techniques including Pthread and SIMD, and the code is compiled by Intel C compilier with highest optimisation level. For the maximum satisfiability problem (MAXSAT), we also compare our pGA system with a third-party GPU-based work on an nVidia Tesla C1060 [23] . We have compared our design with other FPGA-based systems qualitatively in section IV, but it is nearly impossible to compare quantitatively as they use different platforms and do not provide enough details of their execution time.
A. Maximum Satisfiability Problem
MAXSAT is a classic NP-hard problem to determine an optimised assignment of a set of boolean variables V = {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V u }. A literal is a boolean variable or its negation, i.e. L ∈ {V, ¬V }. A clause C k is the disjunction ("or") of m k literals in the form A formula F in the conjunctive normal form is defined as the conjunction ("and") of M clauses, i.e.
Then the optimisation target of the MAXSAT problem is
where
We define Ξ as a binary chromosome containing multiple booleans and describe the high-level inputs in Table III , then a hardware implementation with four kernels will be created. As shown, the parameters can be divergent for every kernel. Here we apply the pGA system to a hard instance uf100-430, which contains 100 variables and 430 clauses [1] .
1) Resource Usage and Compilation Time:
We use our framework to generate FPGA-based pGA systems with different compile-time configurations, namely GA1, pGA2, pGA4, pGA8, and iGA4. GA1 is a conventional architecture with Table IV with various numbers of kernels (N k ), internal evaluation units (N e ) and SCM units (N s ).
As shown, when maintaining the same total population, pGA systems can not only have smaller resource usages, due to reduced fan-out and minimised control complexity, but also have shorter compilation time, as it is easier to place-and-route multiple smaller kernels than a few large ones. The change of resource usages is non-linear, as the streaming links also occupy resources.
2) Computational Effort:
We record the execution time of the FPGA-based pGA designs and their CPU-based counterparts, i.e. CPU4 is the counterpart of pGA4. As shown in Table V , our systems have an average speedup of 24 times over the multi-core CPU. Moreover, pGA4 system gains 6.8 times speedup over the GPU-based system proposed in [23] on the nVidia Tesla C1060, when comparing the wall clock time taken to find the optimum solution.
We also observe the best fitness found with these configurations, and the times when the solutions are achieved, which are shown in Fig. 5 . Overall the pGA systems can achieve better results than the iGA or CPU-based ones, and we can also make the following three observations: First, the conventional GA1 and independent iGA4 reach plateaus, but the systems with multiple GA kernels and migration reach better solutions. This is because GA1 and iGA4 are vulnerable to local optimal solutions while other configurations avoid similar circumstance by exploring different sub-spaces and by sharing information. The observation demonstrates the importance of accelerating pGAs rather than iGAs for solution quality, and the need to include communication channels between GA kernels. Second, FPGA-based systems generated by our framework offer high quality solutions in less time than CPU-based systems. This is because the FPGA-based systems can compute many more generations per unit time. This observation suggests the practical usefulness of the systems, as a user always expects satisfactory results within shorter time.
Third, it is not clear which particular configuration achieves the best result. This is a common observation in GA systems. Practically, this observation suggests the need for flexibility of a GA system, because inflexible systems may prevent the users from fine-tuning them. In contrast, we pay special attention to the flexibility in our framework, allowing users to specify various properties of the system to pursue better solutions.
B. Numerical Optimisation Problems
To test the ability of dealing with numeric computation in our pGA systems, we solve four GA benchmarks with different encodings. Binary F6 (BF6) and 2-D Shubert function (2DS) are from [6] , while F7 and F11 are from [21] . All these benchmarks are considered to be complex to solve, but our system can easily find their optimum. For example, Fig. 6 shows the solution search space of F7, which contains many local optimum that may trap the search algorithm. The red cross in the figure shows the best solution. Fig. 7 demonstrates the user inputs for the real-valued function F7; here we choose constraint mutation and blending crossover for this task. An application parameter a is defined in the run-time inputs, allowing users to change it for a different scale without recompilation. The resource usages and speedups are shown in Table V , when the frequencies of the systems are 160 MHz. Based on the resources left over, we can tailor the architectures according to the complexity of an evaluation unit.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As a variant of genetic algorithms, parallel GA has great potential for hardware acceleration. To simplify the design and execution flow of FPGA-based pGA systems for non-expert users, this paper proposes an automated framework to generate them based on a high-level description of a target problem. This general-purpose framework mainly contains customisable GA kernels and a problem-independent library for different types of chromosomes. The flexible architecture created by our framework exploits two levels of parallelism, allowing users to customise the degrees of both fine-grained and coarse-grained parallelism. Once created, the framework also enables a user to tune run-time parameters without time-consuming recompilation, including algorithmic and application parameters. Our system is more flexible compared with existing pGA work; when compared with a multi-core software implementation, our system also shows an average speedups of 26 times for an NP-hard problem and four benchmarks; our system is also 6.8 times faster than a GPU over the NP-hard problem.
In the future, we will enhance the framework to generate more variants of pGAs such as cellular pGAs, and extend the library to support more genetic operators, for example the mutation using Gaussian random number.
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